LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
iand even intuition regarded as revelation and as the very
^evidence of that revelation, seemed very insufficient for
him. The scientific basis and setting of Brahmoism indeed
made it the proper religion for to-day, and truly has it
been remarked, '.True science and true religion are twin
sisters, and the separation of either from the other is sure
to prove the death of both/' But the sweetness that lies
in hearing the "still small voice" of the Beloved and the
great transition from Elias and Moses to the God of the
New Testament, mark at once the superiority of the Gospel
of Love to the Doctrine of Intuition. To Vijaykrishna,
the Brahmo Samaj stood for a lofty spiritual edifice which,
rising tier above tier, should ultimately ascend to the clouds
of mystical union with the Beloved. But notes ot dissent
could be heard, and some oppositionists openly accused
him of having spread unwholesome influences. There
were people who even went so far as to call those influences
"demoralising".
It is a matter of fact and experience that we always
bring charges against mystical personalities whom we do
not understand. Against Burke the people of his timej
brought the charge of inconsistency, although he was|
always just and patriotic to the innermost fibre. The"
Reflections on the French Revolution is ablaze with the
luminous wisdom and glowing patriotism of the great sage
and cannot be regarded as a negation of the wholesome
principles he set forth in his earlier speeches. Those people
who scandalised him, did not see that the lines of practical
morality are not like the ideal lines of mathematics.
Burke was ever the high-priest of order, and in this
instance, he behaved like Priam, thinking only of Hector's
body and driving the children away with a thousand
curses. Unthinking and positively mediocre people, in a
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